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Abstract
Water sorption is important for the overall structure and
function of keratinized tissues such as the human epidermal
stratum corneum (SC). In this study we report on a gravimetric method for studying sorption properties of human SC,
both from heel and female breast skin. Changes in mass were
measured as the relative humidity was altered in steps under
controlled environmental conditions. The possibility of hysteresis is also discussed. Furthermore, we have found that
the sorption time constants show triphasic behaviour during
absorption, but not during desorption. This behaviour is
connected to the 3 different types of water present in the SC.
Water also enters the SC much more rapidly compared to its
exit at relative humidities !50%. Finally, the amount of time
between sample preparation and onset of measurement
seems to have an effect on the absorption rate, but less on
the total amount of water absorbed.
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Introduction

The foremost function of the skin is to constitute a barrier between the body and the environment [1]. The stratum corneum (SC), i.e. the most superficial layer of skin,
is directly responsible for skin barrier function. It is composed of dead keratinized cells embedded in a continuous
extracellular lipid structure. The major role of the keratinized cells is to constitute a both stiff and viscoelastic protective scaffold for the lipid structure. The protective mechanical properties of the SC cells are intimately linked to
their water content [2–4] that also may influence the desquamation process [5]. The skin function is thereby largely dependent on the SC water balance. Also, the SC hydration properties are important for the understanding of
skin diseases characterized by deficient barrier function,
such as atopic dermatitis [6–8]. The SC water content will
generally vary with both relative humidity (RH) and temperature, as well as with any applied occlusive effects [9],
as the partial pressure in ambient air and SC tries to equal.
Water contents of 110% are necessary in order for the skin
to remain healthy and pliable [1].
In this study we report on a gravimetric method for
studying the sorption properties of human SC, both from
heel and from female breast skin obtained from plastic
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surgery. Knowledge about SC sorption properties is central for our understanding of SC hydration. It will also aid
the interpretation of electrical skin hydration measurements [10]. First, we investigated the absorption and desorption properties of SC in order to evaluate if hysteresis
was detectable, meaning that the water content at a fixed
RH is different during absorption and desorption. Water
uptake as a function of RH was studied as well as time
constants, which are the characteristic time needed in order to reach about 63% of the equilibrium value.
The study was performed with a dynamic vapour
sorption (DVS) instrument from Surface Measurement
Systems Ltd. (London, UK), where the RH is altered in
steps under controlled environments. Kilpatrick-Liverman et al. [11] previously performed a similar study on
porcine skin, but to our knowledge no such study has
been performed on human skin. However, some results
were presented in a preliminary study [13]. Also few, if
any, considerations of the sorption time constant have
earlier been carried out, although Martinsen et al. [10]
commented on some of these aspects, and literature reports on concentration-dependent diffusion of water
within the SC [13, 14].

Materials and Methods
The SC heel samples were taken from the heel of 10 volunteer
test persons, 5 men and 5 women at the ages ranging from 24 to
29 years, all with no signs of unhealthy skin and with no history
of dermatological diseases. The SC was removed by means of an
Aesculap dermatome (Braun, Tuttlingen, Germany), and the
sample pieces were about 4 ! 5 mm in size after preparation. All
samples were prepared with as equal size as possible in order to
reduce any effect of geometry on the final results. Their thicknesses were 0.20 mm, which was the thinnest possible configuration provided by the dermatome.
Breast skin from 10 healthy females, without any sign of dry
skin or other skin disease, aged between 32 and 68 years, was obtained from reconstructive surgery and kept in a freezer at –20 ° C
for 3 months. After dissection of the subcutaneous fat, the samples were heated for 3 min at 60 ° C with the dermal side in contact
with a metal plate. The superficial epidermis was then pealed off
with a razor blade. Next, the samples were incubated in 0.5% trypsin with the epidermal side down for 2 h at ambient temperature
to remove remnants of stratum granulosum adhering to the epidermal side of the SC. Finally, the sheets were washed 4 times in
distilled water and dried and stored at ambient temperature under
nitrogen for about 2 years.
One SC heel sample from one of the 5 male test subjects was
also hydrated in HPLC water for 4 h and then contained in a freezer at –20 ° C for 72 h. This was done in order to investigate the effect of freezing on the sorption properties of the SC. Also, 3 heel
samples from one of the 5 male test subjects were contained ex
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vivo for several days prior to experiment onset in order to discover any effects on sorption properties with respect to time between sample preparation and measurement onset.
Furthermore, a DVS was used in order to reveal the SC sorption characteristics by altering the RH in steps from 0 until 90%
and then back to 0%. The steps were all preprogrammed to be of
a 10% increase in RH and the temperature was kept constant at
25 ° C throughout the entire experiment. The DVS apparatus provides a very sensitive microbalance weight with a resolution of 0.1
g. The SC heel samples were prepared so that their weights were
about 3–5 mg, whereas the breast samples, being much thinner,
were about 0.4–0.6 mg, but still well within the resolution of the
DVS instrument. The DVS was set to jump to the next stage, i.e. a
new RH value, when the rate of sample mass, dM/dt, was ! 20
ppm/min over a period of at least 10 min. The measured sorption
data were sampled with a rate of 1 min–1.
The sorption time constants were found by fitting the data to
an exponential time course, y = a + exp(–kt) by means of the
‘curve-fitting tool’ in MatlabTM, and standard deviations were
found correspondingly. A course proportional to exp(–kt) would
then yield time constants equal to  = 1/k.
As the breast samples were of unknown thickness, yet much
thinner than the heel samples, and as the thickness will influence
the numeric value of the time constants, giving lower values with
reduced thickness [15], the results of each breast sample were normalized in order to find the curve form of the average curve of the
time constants of the breast samples.

Results

Figure 1 shows the time course of one of the SC samples, taken from the heel, as the RH in the DVS chamber
was altered in steps of 10%. The increment in mass corresponds to absorption of water caused by an increase in
RH, whereas decreasing mass corresponds to desorption,
i.e. the sample loses water to the environment. The increase (or decrease) in weight then equals the percentage
of the weight of water in the skin sample relative to the
dry weight of the sample. Initially, the SC sample was set
to be in equilibrium with the environment at 0% RH, giving the dry weight of the sample. Part of this calibration
is seen to the far left in the time course in figure 1, where
the sample has a negative mass gain. The time evolutions
of the 10 SC heel samples showed very similar time courses. We notice that the first steps in RH resulted in very
small mass changes. These steps are better viewed in figure 2, where the steps corresponding to RH at 10, 20, 30
and 40% are enlarged. The corresponding desorption
time courses at low RH followed similar patterns, only
now with a negative mass rate.
The alterations in mass of the samples, initiated by the
instantaneous increments in RH, followed courses that
were close to exponential at high RH, indicating that the
Skin Pharmacol Physiol 2011;24:190–198
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(1),

where M1 and M2 are the sample masses before and after
a step in RH was initiated, respectively, i = a,d, so that
k a–1 is the time constant for the absorption process,
whereas k d–1 is time constant for desorption. The steps at
the lower part of the RH interval deviated somewhat from
a purely exponential behaviour, especially courses at 30
and 40% RH, which are shown in figure 2. However, all
regressions of single measurements produced fits to the
measured data with root mean square error !0.2%.
In figure 3, a corresponding course is shown for a full
sorption cycle for one of the samples from SC isolated
from breast skin. The 2 different types of SC sample, heel
and breast, showed very similar full sorption courses,
however, with more distinct steps for the latter sample
type. This may be due to the fact that breast SC samples
were much thinner than SC taken from the heel, which
again led to a much larger surface to volume ratio, resulting in less time in water diffusing into the samples.
Figure 4 shows the average water uptake of the 2 different sample types of human SC at 25 ° C as a function of
ambient RH. The red, dotted graphs correspond to absorption data, and the blue, continuous graphs show desorption data. The error bars represent the standard deviations of the measurements. We observed that the absorption and desorption graphs were very similar, but
with the desorption data slightly elevated compared to
192
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mass rate was proportional to the difference between the
actual mass and the equilibrium mass for each step. This
is in accordance with Fick’s diffusion theory [14], and
time courses of the mass for each step were therefore approximated as
M(t) ; exp(–k it)(M1 – M2) + M2

1,000

absorption, indicating that the samples contained nearly
equal amounts of water during absorption and desorption at any given value of RH in the DVS closed chamber.
The water sorption isotherms for heel SC showed small
changes in water uptake for RH !50%, but a more rapid
and exponential behaviour at the highest RH values. The
isotherms for the SC isolated from breast skin were more
elevated compared to heel data at RH !70%, indicating
larger water uptakes. At the highest RH values, breast SC
contained substantially less water compared to heel SC.
Only at the midrange RH were there small signs of deviation between water content from absorption and desorption for heel SC, however mainly within the uncertainties in our measurements. For breast SC, the small
signs of hysteresis were broader, spanning over a wider
RH interval.
Furthermore, the sorption time constants, which are
the characteristic time of water entering or leaving the
SC, of the heel samples are illustrated in figure 5. The rapidity of water entering or leaving the SC varied as a function of RH, and the absorption was seen to be triphasic
(i.e. 3 separate phases) in this respect. We note the significant difference in the time constants between absorption and desorption at low RH. During absorption, SC
rapidly reached its equilibrium state at very low RH and
then decreased with an increase in RH until 50%. Above
50% the absorption time constant decreased with increasing RH until 80%, from which it again increased.
The desorption time constant followed the pattern of absorption for RH 150%, but at lower humidities the desorption time constant was much higher and flattened
out as RH approached zero.
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Fig. 2. Time courses of relative water uptake at RH corresponding to 10, 20, 30 and 40% for heel SC during desorption.
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The corresponding sorption time constants, now for
the breast samples, are shown in figure 6. Here, the time
constants are normalized with respect to the value of the
time constant of the first absorption step. This was done
in order to be able to compare at least curve forms with
the heel data.

We noted that there were similar trends in curve form
for the time constants of heel and breast SC, although
there were also substantial differences. The time constants of both sets of samples experienced a peak followed
by a rapid drop during absorption, but with different
rates compared to the corresponding desorption trends.
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In figure 5, the time constant of a heel SC sample that
had been hydrated and then frozen for 72 h is shown in
order to see if freezing, which had been applied to all
breast samples, would affect the time constants. We noted that the absorption data were elevated compared to the
10 other heel samples when RH was !60%, but that the
desorption curve followed more or less the same trend as
for the 10 unfrozen heel samples.
Figure 7 shows that the absorption time constant increased substantially at the RH interval of 40–70% when
the samples were contained in the lab for several days
prior to onset of experiment. The same effect was found
for desorption data (fig. 8), however with smaller deviations from the average value of the time constants. The
number of days 13 did not seem to influence the data
much.
In figures 9 and 10, the corresponding time effect is
viewed through the relative water uptake of one heel SC
sample during absorption and desorption. We noted only
small differences in water uptake in the RH regions where
the time constants altered, but there may be a weak tendency that the samples took up less water after having
been stored for several days prior to the onset of measurement.
Skin Pharmacol Physiol 2011;24:190–198
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Discussion

In this paper, we have studied sorption properties of
human SC and found that the sorption time constants
varied greatly with RH of ambient air with triphasic behaviour during absorption. The sorption time courses
were best described by single exponential time courses at
high RH, whereas at the lowest RH both absorption and
desorption showed a behaviour with slightly more pronounced deviations from exponential courses. A single
exponential dependence with time may indicate that
there is one underlying sorption mechanism that is
strongly dominating, and a deviation from such a course
could therefore be a combination of 2 or more mechanisms, both sorbing water, in the SC.
Studies on the diffusion properties of polymers such
as keratins have shown that these types of material show
a behaviour governed by Fickian diffusion above a certain and material-dependent temperature, the glass transition temperature, but being more complex below Tg.
This has usually been ascribed to the differences in mobility, above and below Tg, of keratin filaments. Diffusion
of water in between the keratin filaments is therefore possible since the filaments are free to move above Tg [19]. A
possibility for the behaviour at low RH (i.e. at low sample
water uptakes) may therefore be due to the effect of vapour-induced glass transition, below which water content
diffusion can be expected to deviate from purely exponential. A topic for further studies should therefore be to
reveal more of the underlying mechanisms of SC water
binding and to see if SC experiences a vapour-induced
RH glass transition.
The isotherm shapes illustrated in figure 4 correspond
well with others found in earlier sorption studies [2, 17,
18]. From the figure we noted that our measurements
showed very small, if any at all, amounts of hysteresis, being of a size comparable to the uncertainties between the
different samples, and may therefore be due to the relatively large inter-individual spread with respect to skin
sorption properties. Hysteresis is reported, however, much
more substantial, in porcine skin [11], but not found in
human SC from the hip [18]. Some hysteresis has been reported to be found in horn keratin [19], and Hey et al. [20]
mentioned a low-pressure SC hysteresis. Hysteresis associated with sorption isotherms may indicate that there are
mechanisms keeping more of the water within the samples during desorption compared to absorption. Significant hysteresis will in general require structural changes
in the SC, which again affects the water-holding capacity.
Such changes are, according to literature, expected to take
196
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place at temperatures below the glass transition limit. For
SC this limit is reported to be !20 ° C [21], meaning that
large amounts of hysteresis cannot, in our study, be expected to occur due to glass transition structural changes.
One cannot rule out the possibility that some of the
deviations in absorption and desorption water uptakes
are due to the necessarily present gap between absorption
and desorption equilibrium masses due to the fact that
one has to specify a cut-off in mass rate (we used 20 ppm/
min) as a criterion for RH to step to the next level as well
as the fact that SC varies much between individuals. The
numeric value of the smallest allowed mass fluctuation in
the DVS setup will influence the result, especially if it is
chosen too large. A large equilibrium rate will result in
short time intervals before RH is programmed to initiate
a step of 10%. This would allow little time for the SC samples to fully reach the equilibrium state, causing deviations between absorption and desorption, that is hysteresis. Still, as the mass rate criterion was chosen very small,
and much smaller than in the similar study with SC from
porcine skin [11], this effect can be assumed to be small,
and is not likely to produce large gaps between absorption
and desorption water uptake in a sorption cycle.
The differences between SC from heel and breast in
curve form, as seen in figures 4 and 5, may possibly be
due to different preparative methods and further discussions are therefore of little value. Cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous skin sections is likely the method to obtain such structural changes upon freezing in the future.
We noticed that the absorption time constant, given in
figures 5 and 6, showed triphasic behaviour. Our results
are similar to those found by Martinsen et al. [10], but in
this study the SC samples were allowed sufficient time to
reach the equilibrium states after the initial calibration at
0% RH, and a full sorption study was performed, including also desorption data. The observed triphasic behaviour may be related to the 3 different types of water present in the SC (strongly bound, bound and bulk) [18, 22–
24] and to their corresponding sorption mechanisms.
Silva et al. [25] reported on 3 regimes for isolated corneocytes where the water contents were !5% wt, 5–17% wt
and 117% wt, respectively. This corresponds to our findings of the time constants for absorption in figures 5 and
6 combined with the mass gains in figure 4. The strongly bound water, potentially bound to polar functional
groups of lipid bilayers until monolayer coverage was
reached [17, 23], entered the SC very rapidly at low RH,
and the increase in time constants with RH could be induced by less available sites to attach. Thereafter, as a new
type of water was bound in the SC, the time constant deJohnsen /Norlen /Martinsen /Grimnes

creased, which is an expected behaviour since the diffusion coefficient of water in SC, inversely related to the
absorption time constant, usually increases with concentration [15, 16]. The final and slight increase in the time
constant above RH values of 80% may be due to bulk water entering the SC combined with the onset of a swelling
process that is time-consuming, i.e. giving higher time
constants, although bulk water in itself is expected to
yield a more rapid diffusion. This part of the RH domain
is within the swelling area which has been reported to
start at 22–33% wt [17, 18, 24, 26].
The initial increase in absorption time constant,
meaning that it took more time for water to enter the SC
as RH was increased, is the opposite of the effect caused
by an increasing diffusion coefficient with concentration.
Rouse [27] reported on a decreasing diffusion constant
(i.e. increasing time constant) with increasing concentration for polymers that were not strongly hydrophilic. This
effect was proposed to be due to an increasing proportion
of immobilized water as the water content increases, leading to water entering the polymer more slowly. It is clear
that keratin filaments are not very polar as they are quite
insoluble in nondenaturating buffers [28]. This relatively
low polarity of keratin is further underlined by its close
association with lipids in vivo [4]. It has also been reported on a rapid increase in water uptake at low and high RH,
but with a slower uptake in the intermediate range [24].
The absorption and desorption time constants from
heel SC differed substantially at RH !50% as seen in figure 5. This regime is likely to be the strongly bound water,
and thus it seems reasonably clear that this type of water
entered the SC much more rapidly compared to its corresponding exit. The underlying mechanism for this peculiar difference is not clear other than that bound water
prefers to remain bound. However, the increasing time
constant with decreasing RH was as expected since the
diffusion coefficient usually decreases with decreasing
water content [15, 16, 18]. Thus, free and more mobile water will evaporate first and eventually bound water, being
more strongly attracted, will desorb.
The peculiar effect of time between preparation of the
SC samples and the onset of the DVS measurements,
present mainly for RH between 40 and 70%, may be due
to structural changes in the SC when being stored ex vivo
over time. With time one can expect the extracellular lipid matrix as well as the keratin filament matrix of the
corneocytes to suffer from irreversible distortions, such
as sorting of lipids in the lipid matrix with crystalline domain building [29], or irreversible glass transition of the
keratin filament matrix as consequences. This effect did
Sorption Properties of the Human
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not seem to have much influence on the total water uptake, comparing the time constants in figures 7 and 8
with the relative water gains during absorption and desorption in figures 9 and 10, although the water holding
capacities seemed to decrease slightly with time. The statistical material in this manner is very limited with only
one test sample investigated, and more effort is needed to
reveal a more complete picture.
An improved understanding of the characteristics and
location of the 3 different water phases in the SC will be
of importance regarding clinical treatments and knowledge of the human skin, and it is therefore to be a topic
for future studies.

Conclusion

In this study we did not find signs of significant hysteresis for human SC, although there were small spreads
in mass from absorption and desorption data. Any hysteresis of SC is important and must be accounted for in
calibrations of susceptance-based hydration measurements, which are robust methods for determining the hydration state of human SC.
We found the time constants to be triphasic during
absorption, possibly reflecting the 3 different types of water in the SC, and increasing with decreasing RH during
desorption. The latter may be interpreted as a protective
property, providing the skin with sufficient moisture in
order to retain all its protective functions, whereas the
former is connected to the weak polarity of SC keratin
filaments. Knowledge of these types of human SC water
content and their sorption characteristics is vital for a
structure-function-based knowledge of SC properties.
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